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MUSCLE
CREATIVE

M O N T H L Y

GADZOOKS! Get free paper craft in your INBOX! 
Subscribe to the Creative Muscle Monthly 
newsletter at KOOKYCRAFTABLES.com today!

GRAPHIC ARTS NEWSLETTER BY LANDIS PRODUCTIONS
This Gobbler has the Gift of Gab!

Chatty Cousin Cathy not coming this year? 
Grumpy Grandpa Gus stuck in Gainesville? 

If you’re dreading an unusually quiet Thanksgiving 
holiday, invite the Gabby Gobbler to dinner.  This 

bird-brain can banter like the best of them! 



Carefully cut out the 
front piece with 
scissors.

Pick the piece up and 
turn it over to its blank 
side. You should be 
able to see the crease 
indentions from step 2.

Fold over the center 
panel along your 
pre-made creases.

Fold over the side 
�aps and a�x to 
glued areas, being 
mindful not to crush 
the boxy shape of the 
front piece.
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Fold the shape on all 
the dashed lines to 
create creases, then 
�atten out again.

PRO TIP! 
You can use the 
edge of a ruler 
to make folding 
easier!

Using a glue stick, 
apply glue on these 
dotted areas.

Collect them all at KookyCraftables.com
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BACK PIECE

PRO TIP! 
You can use the 
edge of a ruler 
to make folding 
easier!

Pick the piece up and 
turn it over to its blank 
side. You should be 
able to see the crease 
indentions from step 8.

Fold over the center 
panel along your 
pre-made creases.

Fold over the side 
�aps and a�x to 
glued areas, being 
mindful not to crush 
the boxy shape of the 
back piece.

©2020 Collect them all at KookyCraftables.com
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Carefully cut out the 
back piece with 
scissors.

Fold the shape on all 
the dashed lines to 
create creases, then 
�atten out again.

Using a glue stick, 
apply glue on these 
dotted areas.
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Carefully cut out the 
accent pieces with 
scissors. Glue the 
accent pieces to the 
back piece where 
indicated using the 
words to match 
things up. 

PRO TIP! 
You can slide the back 
piece over your hand 
like a mitten to make 
gluing easier!

Add glue to the interior 
sides of the front and 
back pieces and “sand-
wich” them together.

Kooky Craftables can talk! 
Just glue this piece to the 
back corner of your project 
and it can say this...

...or get creative by writing your 
   own custom message!

13 WING
PIECES

OPTIONAL CARTOON 
SPEECH BUBBLE!
(Cut out and set 
aside for later.)

PRO TIP! 
Cut this page into easy-to-handle chunks before doing your 
�ne-tune trimming of each accent piece.

©2020 Collect them all at KookyCraftables.com
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Carefully cut out the 
head piece with 
scissors. 

...and add the turkey 
head to the turkey body!
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HEAD
PIECE

©2020 Collect them all at KookyCraftables.com
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Fold the shape on all 
the dashed lines to 
create creases, then 
�atten out again.

Using a glue stick, 
apply glue on this 
dotted area.

Fold the head to 
form a tall boxy 
shape and press the 
glued area to the 
back side of the 
turkey’s face. Then 
�air out the round-
ed tab on the back 
of the neck. Add 
glue to the 
white-sided areas 
indicated above...
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Cut out the four foot 
pieces and glue them 
back-to-back so you 
have two feet that are 
yellow on both sides. 
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Cut out the three 
tail feathers, (found on 
the next page) fold them 
in half, and glue them 
closed.

Glue the tail 
feathers to the 
back of the 
body piece by 
matching the 
numbers.

Attach optional 
cartoon speech 
bubble to the 
back of the head 
with glue if 
desired.

Fold the feet into a “U” 
type shape (as shown 
above) and apply 
glue to the back tabs.

A�x the feet to the 
interior side of the 
body piece so it looks 
like your turkey is 
sitting down.
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More paper craft fun from the creator of KookyCraftables.com 

Papercuttables
Build 15 unique Papercuttables, and become a 
crafty participant in an exciting action-packed 
story! Race against time in order to save your 
creations from a dark and mysterious force set out 
to destroy the land of the Papercuttables once 
and for all!

Papercuttables is an 80-page paper craft book by 
David Landis and published by SCHOLASTIC – the 
largest publisher of children’s books in the world!

Desktop Gremlins Vol. 1
Build 20 astounding paper sculptures! Desktop 
Gremlins are paper craft monsters, mischief- 
makers and magical creatures that are easy to 
build, fun to display, and awesome to share! 
Each character has a di�erent story and 
extraordinary reasons to be sitting on your desk.

Desktop Gremlins is a 96-page paper craft book by 
David Landis.

desktopgremlins.com

Learn more at landisproductions.com

papercuttables.com


